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Ceramic Wear Linings
Tega ceramic wear liners combine high alumina ceramic tiles for extreme abrasion resistance and a rubber base layer 

for impact damping. A unique bonding process ensures ceramic tiles are securely fixed. This combination offers  

exceptional durability in the most demanding applications for long-life cost effective performance.

Tega Industries are one of the world’s leading manufacturers of abrasion resistant wear linings. Over the last 30 years 

their market leading R & D centre has developed a range of products designed to handle the most abrasive raw  

materials. Tega products and technical support are available in UK and Ireland through sole stocking distributor ConSpare.

Elastocer Tiles

The benchmark design at the heart of the range, competitively priced and  

versatile enough to cope in the harshest environments. Specialist Tega rubber 

provides elastic, durable support to protect embedded ceramic pins against  

impact damage.

Ceraflex Tiles

Hexagonal ceramic tiles arranged to provide full surface coverage for extreme 

abrasion resistance. Smooth surface helps promote raw material flow. Ideal for 

combatting sliding abrasion in low impact and slurry applications.

Ceralock Tiles

Ceralock tiles are mechanically interlocked in both vertical and horizontal planes 

to prevent premature failure in applications where tile loss is a problem. Tega 

rubber matrix provides additional protection to the lower and vertical surfaces 

for secure bonding and good impact resistance.

Ceraflo Sheet

A highly versatile sheet lining material which facilitates quick, simple  

installation in difficult to line areas of the plant. A highly flexible 500mm x 500mm 

Tega rubber sheet incorporating 4mm thick ceramic tiles. Fixed using adhesive 

or hot vulcanisation.
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